In this paper we present a re-examination of the limit pricing problem. Our model differ s from most of the existing literature in that we treat both the established firm and potential entrant as rational, maximizing economic agents. TIhis naturally leads to a game-theoretic, equilibrium formulation. However, once one adopts this approach, it is not immediately obvious why limit pricing should emerge at all. This point has been made explicitly by J. Friedman [3] in one of the few existing game-theoretic treatments of pricing in the face of potential entry of which we are aware. Friedman notes that, under the usual sort of assumptions on demand, the profits which would accrue should entry occur are completely independent of the pre-entry price. Since in Friedman's model both the established firm and the entrant are completely informed as to demand and cost conditions, these post-entry profits are fully known when the entry decision is made. Then the inescapable logic of (perfect) equilibrium (Selten [19] ) requires that the entry decision be independent of the pre-entry price. This means that any attempt at limit pricing would serve only to squander pre-entry profits and so there would be no limit pricing.
Friedman's argument will be generally valid in any complete-information, game-theoretic model in which the established firm's pre-entry actions do not influence post-entry costs and demand. In such a model, then, the intuitive idea underlying the traditional concept of limit pricing that potential entrants would read the pre-entry price as a signal concerning the price and market shares they can expect to prevail after entry-finds no formal justification. In contrast, a formalization of this intuition is the very heart of our model. Specifically, we consider situations in which neither the established firm nor the potential entrant is perfectly informed as to some characteristic of the other which is relevant to the post-entry profits of both. The central example of such a characteristic, and the one on which we initially concentrate, is the other firm's unit costs. In such a situation, the pre-entry price may become a signal regarding the established firm's costs, which in turn are a determinant of the post-entry price and profits for the entrant. Thus the relationship assumed in the earlier literature emerges endogenously in equilibrium in our model: a lower price (by signalling lower costs) tends to discourage entry. Thus, too, limit-pricing behavior arises in equilibrium, with the established firm attempting to influence the entry decision by charging a pre-entry price which is below the simple monopoly level.
The entrant, meanwhile, will seek to infer the established firm's costs (and thus the profitability of entry) from observation of the pre-entry price. In making this inference, of course, it will have to employ some conjecture regarding the established firm's pricing policy, i.e., the relationship between the established firm's cost and the price it charges. In Nash equilibrium, this conjecture must be correct. Indeed the very definition of equilibrium in this context involves rational expectations by each firm about the other's behavior. Thus, the entrant will allow for limit pricing in making its inferences and its entry decision.
Thus, in equilibrium, the established firm practices limit pricing, but the entrant is not fooled by this strategy. Consequently, the probability that entry actually occurs in equilibrium need not be any lower than it would be in a world of full information, where limit pricing would not arise. Indeed, the probability of entry in the limit pricing equilibrium may even be higher than with complete information, even though the pre-entry price is lower. In particular, this means that the alleged trade-off for society between lower prices and delayed or deterred entry may never arise.
In the next section, we illustrate these claims in the context of a simple model with linear demand and constant unit costs. In this model we compute equilibria for two specific examples. One of these involves only two possible levels of costs for the entrants and for the established firm; the other involves a continuum of possibilities on each side. In Section 3 we consider a more general model. The final section contains our conclusions.
TWO EXAMPLES
Consider the market for a homogeneous good in which there is an established firm, denoted firm 1, and a potential entrant, firm 2. Initially, each firm knows its own unit cost, c;, i = 1, 2, but it does not know the other firm's cost level. Firm I is a monopolist, and it must pick a quantity Q to produce (or a price to charge) as a monopolist, given its knowledge of cl and its beliefs about c2. Firm 2 will observe this choice and then (knowing c2 but not cl) must either enter the market or decide to stay out. If it enters, it incurs an entry cost of K, each firm learns the other's cost, and then the two firms operate as Cournot duopolists. If it does not enter, firm 1 will henceforth enjoy its monopoly profits without further fear of entry.
We summarize the notation and profit formulae with linear demand and constant unit costs in Table I . To simplify the payoff formulae, we normalize the post-entry profits of the established firm to be zero if entry occurs, so it receives only its first period profit as its payoff in this event. If entry does not occur, its payoff is its first period profit plus the discounted value of a reward to deterring entry. This reward is equal to the excess of its monopoly profit over its profit as a Cournot d-uopolist. The extensive form game corresponding to this set-up is one of incomplete information, since the players do not know the numerical values of the payoffs corresponding to any pair of decisions they make. Attempting to analyze such a game directly would easily lead one into a morass of infinite regress. The approach we adopt instead is that proposed by Harsanyi [6] , which involves replacing this incomplete information game by a game of complete but imperfect information.4 One then treats the Nash equilibria of this second game as the equilibria of the original game.
The imperfect information game involves another player, "Nature," which is indifferent over all possible outcomes. Nature moves first and selects c, and c2 according to the probability distributions, Hi, giving the players' beliefs. Then player i is informed about ci but not about cj, and for each realization of cl and c2 the game tree unfolds as above.
In any extensive form game, a player's strategy is a specification of the action it will take in any information set, i.e., the player's actions at any point can depend only on what it knows at that point. Here, the information sets for firm 1 are defined by the realized values of c, (given by "Nature's move") and those for firm 2 by a realization of c2 and a choice of Q by firm 1. Thus, a (pure) strategy for I is a map s from its possible cost levels into the possible choices of Q and a (pure) strategy for 2 is a map t from R2 into {0, 1 } giving its decision for each possible pair (c2, Q), where we interpret 1 as "enter" and 0 as "stay out." A pair of strategies constitutes an equilibrium if each maximizes the expected payoff of the player using it, given that the other is using its specified strategy. This is the standard Nash equilibrium notion. However, to accentuate the rational expectations character of Nash equilibrium, it is helpful to use the following, equivalent definition. An equilibrium consists of a pair of strategies (s*. t*) and a pair of conjectures (s, t) such that (i) firm l's pricing policy s* is a best response to its conjecture t about firm 2's entry rule, (ii) the strategy t* is a best response for firm 2 to its conjecture 3, and (iii) the actual and conjectured strategies coincide. We formalize these conditions as follows: (i) for any c, E Given this framework, we first study a parameterized family of examples where the Hi are two-point distributions and, for specific values of the parameters, compute equilibria. Later in this section we will allow for a continuum of possible cost levels ("types") for the two firms. Note that if l's costs were known to be cl, neither type of potential entrant would want to enter, while if cl were known to be c-l, both would want to enter. Thus, the probability of entry, if the entrant were to be directly informed of the realized value of cl, is simply q, the probability that cl = cl. Of course, if firm 2 were so informed, there would be no point to limit pricing and Q would simply be set at the short-run profit-maximizing level of m(c1). In fact, if 2 is not directly informed about cl but can observe Q, it will attempt to make inferences about the actual value of cl from its observation of Q, using its conjectures about l's behavior. Note that in equilibrium, the only values of Q which could be observed are s*(cl) and s*(C-1). Now in this set-up there are only two possibilities: either s*(cl) = s*(C-), or else the two values differ. An equilibrium with the first of these properties is called pooling, while in the other situation the equilibrium is separating. Thus, in pooling equilibrium, observing Q gives no information, while the observation of Q in a separating equilibrium allows the value of c, to be inferred exactly.
Thus, in a separating equilibrium (s*, t*), entry will occur if s*(c1) is observed and will not if s*(c1) is observed: entry takes place in exactly the same circumstances as if the entrant had been informed about the value of cl, i.e., with prior probability q. Moreover, this will be true in any separating equilibrium of any model of this type: in any separating equilibrium, observing the equilibrium choice of the established firm allows a precise and accurate inference to be made about the firm's characteristic. Thus, in such an equilibrium, limit pricing will not limit entry relative to the complete information case (in which there would be no limit pricing because the possibility of influencing the entrant's decision does not arise).
In a pooling equilibrium, the entrant can infer nothing from observing Q and so enters if its expected profit is positive. Thus, as noted above, if q E (0.273, 0.954), only the low cost entrant will come in. Thus, in a pooling equilibrium, the probability of entry is (1 -p), while in a separating equilibrium the probability of entry is q.
We now will show that, in this example, so lonig as p is not too small, there are both pooling and separating equilibria, that all equilibria involve limit pricing, and that the probability of entry in a pooling equilibrium may equal, exceed or fall short of that in a separating equilibrium (or, equivalently, under complete information).
First, we show that the following strategies constitute a separating equilibrium: Note that since s*(c,) > m(c,), s* is a limit pricing strategy. Notice too that from our earlier discussion, t* is clearly a best response to s*. Thus, we need to check that s* is optimal, given t*. First, note that unless the high cost established firm produces at least 7.2, it cannot deter any entry. But, this level is high enough that it is not worthwhile for c, to produce it, even though in so doing it would eliminate all entry. To see this, note that producing Q= s*(c,) yields the payoff To summarize, our pooling equilibrium required that the probability p of the entrant having high costs exceed 0.063 and that q lie in (0.273,0.954), while our separating equilibrium existed for all p and q. In a separating equilibrium, the probability of entry is q, which is just the probability that the established firm is of the high cost type, while in our pooling equilibrium, the probability of entry is I -p, the probability of the entrant having low costs.5 Clearly, we may have I -p greater than, less than, or equal to q and still meet the requirements for existence of both equilibria. Limit pricing equilibria may involve less, the same, or more entry than occurs in the full information (no limit pricing) case.
It is, of course, true in either type of equilibrium that if the limit-pricing firm were to charge a higher price than is called for by the equilibrium strategy, then it would face a greater threat of entry. This is because the entrant would interpret this high price as meaning that the firm's costs were higher than they in fact are, and thus entry would appear more attractive. (Note that the entrant's inferences will be correct only if firm 1 adheres to its equilibrium strategy.) Indeed, it is this balancing of foregone first period profits against the reward to deterring entry which characterizes the equilibrium and it is this threat of increased entry which leads the established firm to maintain its expanded output. Thus, in this sense, limit pricing does limit entry.
A useful way to think about these results is to consider limit pricing as the outcome of competition between the types of the established firm, with high cost types attempting to mimic low cost ones and low cost firms attempting to distinguish themselves from the high cost ones. Then whether a pooling or a "If q < 0.273, then there is a pooling equilibrium against which the probability of entry is zero. If q > 0.954, then entry would be certain if a pooling equilibrium were established. But then each type of established firm would find that its monopoly output represents a profitable deviation. Thus, there could be no such equilibrium. separating equilibrium is established is a matter of whether it is the high or low cost type which is successful. This competition could, of course, be purely a conjectural one in the mind of the entrant, but it might also be more concrete. Specifically, one can imagine that there are a number of currently monopolized markets, all of which are identical except that a percentage p have high cost incumbents and the rest have low cost incumbents. There is also a limited supply of venture capital, which is available to an entrant whose costs are unknown a priori. Then the competition between types of established firms becomes real, with each established firm attempting to make entry into its market appear 6 unattractive.
The active role assigned to the entrant in this model and the corresponding significance of the beliefs and conjectures embodied in the entrant's strategy lead to the existence of a multiplicity of equilibria, both in this example and more generally. Our example actually has a continuum of both separating and pooling equilibria, where each class of equilibria is parameterized by the critical level of Q such that observation of a lower output than this level induces increased entry. In general, there is a large class of entrant's strategies t such that t and the best response to it constitute an equilibrium: many possible conjectures by the entrant as to the outcome of the competition among established firms are consistent with rational expectations. Thus, there is no unique limit price in these models. 7 One way to attempt to narrow the set of equilibria is to place restrictions on the possible strategies for the entrant. For example, one could require that, conditional on observing any Q, the entrant assign probabilities to Q having been the choice of each type of established firm. Then one would require that, for each Q, t*(c2, Q) be a best response, given these conjectures. This is the essence of the concept of sequential equilibrium due to David Kreps and Robert Wilson [10], and it is clearly in the spirit of the perfectness criterion for equilibria (Selten [19] ).8 However, as is easily verified, our equilibria already satisfy this condition, and still we have the unwanted multiplicity. Thus one might consider further restrictions on the entrant's conjectures. In particular, one might hypothesize that the entrant will not conjecture that the competition between types of established firm will be unnecessarily wasteful. This results in considering only those equilibria (s*, t*) for which there is no other equilibrium where the payoffs to the various types of established firms weakly dominate those under (s*, t*). The two particular equilibria we have identified here meet this condition. Other separating 7There is a second source of non-uniqueness which involves the specification of t*(c2, Q) for values of Q outside the range of s*. Since such values of Q are observed with probability zero, the maximization of expected return places no constraint on t* at these points. Then, even within the constraint that s* be a best response to the entrant's strategy, there are typically many strategies t* which constitute equilibria with s*. However, all such t* for a given s* give the same evolution of the play of the game (the same Q values being chosen and the same entry decisions being made). Thus, this non-uniqueness is less crucial. Although there are no equilibria in this example where s*-m, the monopoly output, this strategy could arise in equilibrium with other specifications of the parameters. This would happen if the profit to a high cost firm in producing its monopoly output and then facing certain entry exceeded its profits from producing the monopoly output of the low cost firm and then avoiding all entry. However, if there are a continuum of types (cost levels) possible for the established firm and the Hi are atomless, this cannot happen: at most only a set of firms of measure zero could produce their monopoly outputs in equilibrium.
Both to establish this claim and to explore more completely the nature of the limit pricing problem in a framework with less discontinuity, we now examine a specification of the model with a continuum of possible cost levels. Thus, suppose that the distribution of cj is given by a continuous density function hj(cj) which is positive on [cj, -j]. We will initially concentrate on separating equilibria.
Assume that 2 conjectures that 1 will play some strategy s. where the parameter p reflects the probability of there being a viable potential competitor. Also, assume that c, < a/2, which insures that the usual first-order conditions define a Cournot equilibrium after entry. As well, assume that a ' 7bK /2, which both insures that h2 is a density for any choice of c2 < a/2 and also implies that y(O) > 0, so that even low cost established firms are threatened by entry. Finally, assume that y(c,) < c2, so that h2(y(c1) This differential equation was derived on the assumption that s* was monotone decreasing on [c1,c-1]. The solutions meeting this condition and satisfying the non-negativity condition for expected profits form a non-intersecting family parameterized by a boundary condition, which we may take to be the value of s*(C-). Since each member of this family with the appropriate specification of t* can constitute an equilibrium," the multiplicity of equilibria in the earlier example carries over. As suggested earlier, it seems reasonable to concentrate on solutions which are Pareto efficient. There is a unique such solution among the separating equilibria. In it, the highest cost firm, which will stand revealed as a weakling in any case, does not limit price. Alternatively, we can also eliminate the multiplicity by imposing the condition that an entrant whose costs exceed -y(cl) will never enter, no matter what value of Q is observed, since such an entrant could never expect to recoup the entry cost K. Under either of these specifications, the boundary condition becomes s*(c- The intuition behind the first two results is clear. Regarding the third, the idea is that the possibility of there being higher cost firms leads the current c, firm to limit price in order to distinguish itself, and then all lower cost firms must further increase their outputs.
Then, for any Q in the range of s, the entrant's best response is to act as if c I C-1 ( Q), and to enter if and only if the expected value of s212C(cl, c2) -K, conditional on cl E& -(Q), is positive. If s is monotone decreasing, then s-( Q) is a singleton and so 2 should enter if and only if c2 _ y(s-( Q)), where y(c,)-(a
Since the particular h function that we chose to permit computation resulted in R (c1, y(c1))h(y(c1) Since the density function we used depends on K, comparative statics with respect to K cannot legitimately be interpreted in the natural way as indicating the effect of changing entry barriers.'2 To allow such an analysis, suppose instead that the established firm's beliefs are given by a density function which is independent of K. In this case, if K = 0, then R(c1,y(c1))h(y(c1)) 0 O, and no limit pricing will occur. It is only the fact of positive K that causes the marginal entrant to enter with a strictly positive level of output. With no cost of entry, a marginal entrant comes in with an output which is essentially zero, and there is no return to deterring such entry. Similarly, if K is very large (Bain's blockaded entry case), no possible level of C2 will permit positive profits, the threat of entry disappears, and again no limit pricing will occur. In the particular example we calculated, K was such that y(c,) > C2, so even low cost established firms were threatened and practiced limit pricing. A fourth possibility comes when K is high enough that s(o) < _ so that there is a set [c 1,cj) of firms against which no potential entrant would want to enter. An interesting aspect of our model is that even firms in this range may practice limit pricing. The essential cause of this is that, if m(c) _ s(c"') for some cl < cl* < cl', then by producing m(c'), the low cost firm becomes identified with higher cost firms which are subject to entry. These latter firms may be expected to be limit pricing, so s*(c"') > m(c"'), and thus m(c') = s*(c"') is possible. By increasing output to (slightly more than) S*(c*), which, to a first approximation, does not reduce the value of Ho, the low cost firm can eliminate the threat of entry and thus increase second period expected returns.
Finally, we should mention that although we have concentrated on separating equilibria, other equilibria are possible in the continuum of types framework. A 12The possibility of normalizing 2's payoff means that lowering 82 corresponds to raising K. result of Milgrom and Weber [13] indicates that we need not concern ourselves with mixed strategy equilibria in games of this type. However, pure pooling equilibria are conceptually possible, as are equilibria where s* is a decreasing step function.'3 In any pooling equilibrium, all types of the established firm are better off producing the equilibrium output Q* than they are changing their output and facing the different probability of entry this different value of Q implies. For example, if entry is relatively unlikely when Q = Q* (perhaps because low values of c, are very likely a priori), and any deviation from Q* brings certain entry, then if the cl type is willing to produce Q*, a pooling equilibrium will be maintained. In general, the form of the entrant's conjectures (as embodied in its strategy) which is necessary to support a pooling equilibria is typically discontinuous in Q, and the same sort of discontinuities underlie step-function equilibria.
It is clear that the extended example we have been discussing involves a number of special features, such as the linearity of demand and cost, and the assumption that post-entry competition yields the full information Cournot outcome. However, these assumptions serve mainly to simplify arguments and facilitate computation; they do not drive the results. Indeed, so long as the entrant's post-entry profits decrease in c2 and increase in c, while the established firm strictly prefers to be a monopolist than to share the market (R(cl, c2) > 0), our principal conclusions remain: if pre-entry price can be a signal for post-entry profits, even if it does not directly influence profitability, then limit pricing will emerge in equilibrium, but entry need not be deterred relative to the complete information case. Moreover, as we shall argue in the next section, even if we allow for much more general uncertainty and for post-entry profits being dependent on pre-entry actions, a similar conclusion is valid.
ENTRY DETERRENCE AND RATIONAL EXPECTATIONS
In this section we consider a fairly general two-period model of entry deterrence and entry under incomplete information. While we do not provide a complete analysis of this model, we do indicate some of the implications of equilibrium for the firms' behavior.
Rather than setting up a general formal model from scratch, let us re-interpret the model in Section 2 with some modifications. In particular, we now view c, and c2 as belonging to some arbitrary measurable spaces, and we will view Q as an action belonging to some other arbitrary space. Suppose further that 2 observes only some variable q which is correlated with Q, and suppose, too, that the payoffs depend not only on cl, c2 and the action y taken by the entrant (which may also now belong to some arbitrary space), but also on Q and possibly on a random variable 0, the realization of which is not revealed until the firms make their choices. Finally, let all the random variables have some arbitrary joint distribution. This framework is obviously very general. In particular, it allows for capital investment which affects marginal costs, advertising and other means of achieving brand loyalty, general forms of demand and cost functions, varying scales and forms of entry, imperfect observability of actions, uncertainty as to how the post-entry game will be played, and arbitrary dependencies among all the random elements of the model.
As before, it is useful to analyze equilibrium via strategies, s* and t*, and conjectures, s and t. (These may be taken to be either pure or mixed strategies.) Thus, firm 1 conjectures that 2's strategy is t, for each value of cl it will select an action Q = s(c,) to maximize the expected value of its perceived payoff, conditional on cl. Unless expected second-period payoffs are insensitive to Q, both through any direct effect on second period profits and also through the effect on 2's conjectured action, the solution for the established firm's maximization problem will not be the same as the solution to the problem of maximizing the expected value of first period profits. Thus, we would generally expect that the threat of entry will alter behavior: some generalized form of limit pricing will be a characteristic of equilibrium.
In making its decision, the entrant will seek to maximize its expected payoff conditional on its private information c2 and its (imperfect) observation of Q, given its conjecture s. Should it happen that the observation of the signal q in equilibrium permits a precise inference via s about cl, then entry will of course occur in precisely the same circumstances as if cl had been directly announced. In this case, the only effect of the generalized limit pricing on entry will be through the direct effect of Q on 2's post-entry profits (as, for example, when the choice of Q affects demand or cost). If this effect is zero, then, as in the example in Section 2, limit pricing will still occur, but it need not deter entry relative to the complete information case.
However, the unrestricted dimensionalities allowed for c, and Q suggest that an invertible strategy s* is unlikely. Moreover, so long as the random noise term relating q and Q is neither perfectly correlated with c, nor degenerate, then even if s* is an invertible function of Q one would not expect a noisy observation of Q via q to permit a precise inference of the value of c,. Thus one must expect that such exact inferences will be impossible in equilibrium, and that residual uncertainty will remain concerning c, when the entry decision is made. In this case, the entrant must base its entry decision y on the expected value of its profits, as a function of Q, y and the exogenous uncertainty 0, conditional on the values of c2 and q, and given its conjecture s about l's behavior. With some abuse of notation, let us write this as Consider what 2's estimate of its prospects are a priori, knowing c2 but before observing q. This is just the expectation of expression (2), conditional on c2. Then, in equilibrium, where s = s*, so that 2's conjecture is correct, this a priori estimate is anticipated industry price after entry and the entrant's anticipated market share are the strategic considerations," the potential entrant may "regard this price as an indicator" of post-entry profitability. Given this, Bain developed his theory of limit pricing, from which a large literature has emerged. A weakness of this literature has been the failure to model both the established firm and the entrant as strategic agents. However, if one models the situation described by Bain as a game of complete information, no limit pricing can emerge in equilibrium [3] .
In this paper we model the problem considered by Bain of entry deterrence and entry as a game of incomplete information. In this game, Bain's arguments are valid: although pre-entry actions by the established firm may not influence post-entry profitability, they may become signals for some unobservable determinants of profits. Limit pricing, or, more generally, deviations from short run maximizing behavior, then emerge in equilibrium, just as earlier analyses had found. However, an unsuspected feature also emerges. Since the entrant will, in equilibrium, recognize the incentives for limit-pricing, its expectations of the profitability of entry will not be consistently biased by the established firm's behavior. Then, depending on the particular equilibrium that is established and the parameters of the model, the probability of entry may fall short of, equal, or even exceed what it would be if there were complete information and thus no limit pricing.
One conclusion of this analysis is for the appropriate public policy towards limit-pricing. If pre-entry price does not influence post-entry demand and if the two-period modelling used here is appropriate, then limit pricing should not be discouraged, since it means lower prices and cannot, overall, limit entry. More generally, the admittedly incomplete analysis in Section 3 might suggest a stronger statement regarding strategic moves taken by established firms to deter entry. To the extent that these actions are not objectionable per se, but rather are of potential concern only because of signalling effects which it is feared may deter entry, then they are in fact benign. The question is whether either of these suggestions would stand up under a full examination of a richer model. In particular, it would seem that embedding the opportunity for limit pricing in a multi-period model where predation is possible and where reputations are a factor would be an important extension of the present analysis. This is a problem we hope to address in future work.
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